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mxtimM^^mir:brcib(Dmm(D^-'^timm. 

9(Dm^t. mmmwL(Dxt}^^=?-icxts-^n^xtim^ 

^xtimticom^^mz(ommi:'&7r^-r^ttiyic. m 

(Dfe<D^i/^T'^^L. mmxtimu(Dm^m(Dmi^^. 

So 

x^^^. mmxtimu<Dmmi. xtsmu^m^t^ 

iBig 1 <Dmm<D'^-(x<Dm\^^i:'m^u mmxtim$f^ 
^5^-r'^^a^t^^x«3Sv^^. MiBm2coiajgco+)--r 

XfDsv^T^^f^ ct^nrntt^mMm i fB®<D^ 
u .1^ ^ y h g^^ttMSS^sSSo 
m^-m33 BuiB«^^gi±> BuiB^ 1 (ommtmn 

^J^^^-r S ii i: ^l^lt i:-r ?>I*^S 2 IBtg'D^'a 

IBIBIS^^S^cfBit^nr V^^, HUIB^-^ OMIi i: Huie 

A ti ^ n ^ A^««©S'I4 i: ;!)'«-iSj'r §    A^^f'J»r 

mtmm^mi^j; o ^ BGIB*-<Dm^tmmxtsmu 

^'not- ^Da/T^■t»■-rx^^*. tuiBA^^i-^SfDMtt 
'>*<i:fe. tn^enoxtjmti^m^-t^^mTri 

^^X^^ts ct^Wi^tt^ $mm 4 IBtgo ^ a X .i^ 

(2) #^2 0 0 2-3 2 5 2 0 1 
2 

[fl^«7] ?im'0A:^^W;!3^A;^$n§?Iii«DAti 
sg^i:. mmmxti^'ficxtitnrcxtimmtf^mti 

^A**«^a5^-r5/cJ6cD?IIS((Dtx^;b^g^^ 
^ ®gi?mi^ss^-r s ^ p XJK 

1 OHJgT^^-r^l^tc. MiBt-^<DM14<D 1 oT-fe 

tiitBt-^Ta^njftg^fi^SOSi/^^, HUlBmi 

10 HufB^i^coA:^l^iS^^i:A:'J^n5A:^]^t^oS14^m2 

mixt!m^(Dimm<Dm\^^^. tt-mmzcomBoD 
feosi ^TS^N-r ^ c i;     t r § ^ p X JK-T y h g 

Cli^ilS]   tijiE^-^cDS14(DloT-$)S. ttilEt 
-^'cD^^^t-rXcOaU^^. HlflBlg 1 (DmB(D^-^X(D 

H>jfBA:'3«MO)g1tcD 1 oT'SS. BulBA:'3mW^a^ 
•r'^ta^^tYX^DaV^^^ mUW,2comB(0^-^Xo:> 

20 ®i^Ta^-r?.ct^!ft^i:f§I»*JK7IB«®^PX 

9] MlB^ 1 (omBtmmm 2(Dmmt^. 

HuiB^- ^ (Dm^tmmxtim^(Dm^ t ^cSr:5^/^T> 

=^=.'^(Dm'^hxii^j^=?-\cxti-^t\^x-nmn<Dm^t 

MiB^- <om^ t mmxtimM(Dm^ t A^-a t 

« ^ p X    y h o 

40 ?io 

ti^'n<D^--^<Da^-9--rx*#^> HUBaAtI^^^^oM 
ttti. ^>^<<ht. ^n^'n(DA:':-^*^^a5^-r'^ta 

x^^isnt^^mtt^m^mi oiBiccD^p 

[fS^iHlS] 5SIS<DAtl^WA;^J?ti5?il!«DA 
i^^I^tDA^^SS^tcA^^^ti/cA:']^^*^^ 

:^I^n. mxtimu^m7r^t^rcib(oim(0'e::.'^f)m 

50 .-K'fyhigiimi^S'NT^P^^vi^tCfeV^T. 



fe<DsV^T-^^-r 5 XT^ y T'i: ^ 3 y tf a. - ^ (c^^T? 

f'yh. 10 
[fSsR^ 1 4]   tufiBt^^cD«14cD 1 OT-^?>s luiB 

mj|BA;b^««DS14<D i OTS^.^ HUIBA;'3*#%S^ 

SV^T-a^f ^ 7. X-y 7° ^ 3 > e :a - ^ (c     $-tJ: ^ 

^=.'5'       i; AtiiS^tc A:*] ? n ?) A:^i^*J 1 

iulB^ - ^ <7)M'ffi t tulB A;']    (Diitt A's-iSi L 'S: v ^ 

[00 0 1] 

iE^iciia^NSB. ^7 Dx4^^ y hig^mi^rN7aa*3J: 

Co 0 0 2] 

+ ) hBftfn§^g§T-A^4S^i:ai:'l4S?'0^'9i^^^ 

h^Df^^iii/^^o A;'] (tr-^tc^^-r^ 

l§5s(c|^^ TSSi^/c D ^ 0 iH Lfc D-r §  nX.-K-i'y h 

[0 0 0 3] ccT. 01 2ii. ^PXJi^-ryh^oJ^ 

m^^*''. tb^si^^ouT 1 ®t^^'\t±i:^$nSo IRI^ 

A:^4S?IN2.  INS,  IN4. IN5©^tl€ 
n(DA;^I«Wt*> tiitlS|g?0UT2, OUTS. OUT 
4. OUT5©^ti-?~n(D^-^'\tB:^^ni>o 
[0 0 0 4] $fc. Atlffl?! N6.  IN 7. INS© 

^ti^etKoxtsmmt. mtit^^^'ouTs. OUT9. 50 

*frja2 0 0 2-3 2 5 2 0 1 
4 

OUT 1 OcD^n^'ncDt-^'x, A;'34S?I N 1 4. 

IN15. INI e(D^n^in<oxt]mmi. mti^'^ 
OUT! 4, 0UT15, 0 U T 1 6 ©^n^'not- 
^^tati-^n^o ±KiiLfc^pxi}?'i'yh^DJ^xmi 

[0 0 0 5] 
[fe0^*^<^?*Lcfc9 i:-r§S^] Ati«*ftc 

«^ mt^s SD-^HD. NTSC-'f'PAL. SECA 

{i\ HDli. H i g h Definition Tel 
e V i s i on(Dmr\ ^^mMBttrnMODi^cOKit^ 

tt^ SDI/t^ Standard Definision 
T e 1 e V i s i o n(DBST\ H Dxl>t:^C>r=tLTil 

[0 0 0 6] L;^^L*7b^e>> ^'PX^i^-i'y h^Oi^^^ 
iST'^i^ A:']> mt!t'Hcm^m^J:}^^mm■r^!ltit 
T't=S:l\ A^bSS? I N 1 ^mtli^'fOiS T 1 (DiS?* 

t^p]mx$>^t)\ ^(Di^'T-^mai^ 

[0 0 0 7] ^5^cil^SlJT'ti.cl;^=S:«^i■^^mt/ci:LT 

e)t^f^:A:^^**^*^^^^•^T^>, gs^$ns*-:?(D+J--r 

[0 0 0 8] C(Drzib. m^li. S 

[0 0 0 9] cn&cD^^'^^fT^^i^ta. 'yxxA^i 

[0 0 10] ^cT'^fgB^ti, Ktim^(Dm^mtmti 
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i:ji)"!t § D X.tv-f y hmmumm^smm. ^ o7. 

Co 0 1 1 ] 

M1 mmomBic ^ ^ p x 4-°^ > h e^ml^^^^ 

[0 0 12] »$LV«i:LT. l^Jx.tfii*Jl 

v^Tg^L. MIBA:'3*M^^St-'^€S^-<t-i'X©® 

[0 0 13] $fc, »$Lv^ll^i:LT. mtflfsRJM 

t mtim 2 (Dmm t^. 1 w 1 -enit^mfrmm^icm 

[0 0 14] sfc. i(f^Lv«i:LT. m^mmm. 
4l2it'DJ;d{c. IS-5l<]Si f2ic(D^aX4<'i'>h@^fc 40 

Hul3l21i¥Sti:f21i?nTi/^5, tulB^-^'OSIt 
i:Mi2A;':^l*«afc{-S^v>T. ^ux^f^-fyhm 

^ ostt mmxtim^om^ t t^-mLrju^m-^iz 

[0 0 15] ^tz. »$LV^8HStLT. mtfiS*® 50 

1tr»S2 0 0 2-3 2 5 20 1 

6 
5f2ic«J;dtC. Ii^]S4i2«C»^oX4<-ryhg^M^^ 

mmt. 'prs < i:   A;'3^#®fi-^a^#ty=fc ^ L 

[0 0 16] S/c. »$H/>ffi1ii:LT. g^Jxt^iS^iS 
6mm(D^oic^ tmm4tm(o^a7.^.4yhmmVi 

fc. ^n^'no*-;jf<DS^-9--rx^-^*is Mi2Ati^ 

[0 0 17] $fc. ±i2@W3i^Ofc:i6. ISsl<3S7ia« 
cDfgBjtcc); § ^pX/t^'1' y h?Ii5c 
cDAtl*W*^A;b$tL«?IIS«DAt(SI§^i:, ^5tlS®A 
t)iQ=?icxti-stircxtimMti^tiiti-^n. mxtimti^ 

:^)iti:*3t/>T. tiJl^^IiS^<D^±i:^I4|g^^i:ig^^tlTv^5t 

Mtt(D10TS§. Hifl2^r-^TgS^nrtg;S:ff^@<Dji 
v^^. tiii2lg 1 tOHJ^cDfecDSi/^T-SS^L, sijl2ISi(0 
A;'34S?tc A:'3?tiSA:']^**<D)i14^lg 2 (ommxm 
mt^m^ic^ mmxtimti(r)m^o)\'Dx^^. mmx 

[0 0 18] sfc. tff^hi^mmtLx. m^ismM 

8mm<Dx^ic. m^m7mm(D^tJ7.:fs^yhmmm 
SIS^^aiSt^fcV^T. tijl2t-^5fCD]ittCD 1 -DXh^. 
HU52t-^©a^^^-^XcDai/^^. Hul2^ 1 ®0m<D-9- 
^X©mi/^T*«^U Buf2A;'j*1^t0M14o 1 OT'S. 
§x tui2A;'3^M^^^-r'^ts^-ti-'rxoai^^. tu 
12^2 o00cD+J--f'Xojiv^T^^-r§ J;^ t;: LTt J; 

[0 0 19] Sfc. $fSH/«i:tT> M^tf^^« 
stmo^^ic. $m^8mm(D^v3x:f^^yhmu^ 
m^^^ysm^^^'x. mm^ i (omBtmm^ 2 omm 
t^. l*tn?*fiS#ttT®ffi±tcgaSL. Hul2^l(D 

|2m2<Dllff^(DF^Wt. mnXf}^=?-<DXti^^^^^ 

[0 0 2 0]     »t L\.^mmtLx. m^iimM 
lOl2moJ;^^^:^ il*3iS7iBiciD^P7.3K-ryhg^it 
^mm.^siimzi5\^x. ^px.i^-ry h^f^iii^^tT^ 
^1^,. Bul2t-^cDS14i:Hijl2A:'D^M©Ji14i:tcS^ 

i/^T. ^u7.ifs^yvmm.-^ici^. j±i:^l^ffl?^c^g^i^n 
T t/^ 5 ^-A:daS^{c Atl ^ ti§ Ati^t* CO 

mUX1imn<om^ti:i'^-WL\.r^\^^^'^^L\,t. m^^^ 

[00 2 1]        <!f$ Lv^Smi: LT, ^J^t^si*® 
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[0 0 2 2] sfc. iffi^L\,mmtLT. m^mmm 
12mm<oxdic. ii5f<isi ofBioo^ax.t°^>'hj^ 

[0 0 2 3] $/c. ±fe@6^ji/s«/ci6. 3te 
©(DfgB^tc J; § P 7,.K-r y higMt»;ll^/T^yp A 

ti. ^fj<DAtim***^A:^^n§^^<DA:»:*^?i:. M 
«iJcDAt)!a?tA:^?nfcA;^««;!)^'tB:d^n> mx 

ic. Suiet-^cDStt© 1 o-r-s§. lutet-^'T^^N 20 

.T^'rs;^x'y7'^:, |ijiHMI!f«DAt)<i|g^{i:A;»3?n^A 

[0 0 2 4]     n^L^mmtLx. m^mmm 

ot'fe;^, B<iia^r-5f©«^-9--rx<Dav^*. BuiaMi ao 

S^-9-'fXcD3il^^> HUiB^2cD|g}g©-9--rX<D^V^T?^ 

[0 0 2 5] ^/c. »S L^^mmt LT. 

tsm^<Dm^ t ti^~^ir ^ ti^m^mmt s xx -y y 

n y t! a -    UtT ^-It ^ <fc 3   L T J; 1/\ 
[0 0 2 6] jicDf^HjT'ti. '>^<i:t> mmm<om 

4|g? A:': $ n ?> A i: ^ieii¥IStc iB1i 

iHii^isiciEii^nTt/^s^r-^'fDMia*^ 1 nm^x- so 

2002-325201 
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^^L. tiiI2E1i#ISlc|SM$tiTi/^5A^«M<DM14 

ofeoiSv^Tg^L. HijsBA;'3^W«fi-^S'03Si/^^. 
Hijiaii2cD0jgcofe©jii/^"e^^t"^o $fc. HUIBS^ 

^IS{Cc!;0^ H^^IB*-^<D^^^•9•^'X(^)B^/^^. BUE^ 

1 (DHJ^tD-y-^XOsV^T^^L. tiilBA;'j^M^g3^ 
"T'^tS^^t-rXOJSv^^^ tulB^2CD|lff^cD-9-^XcD 

jS</^Tg/T^-r§o LfcA^'oT. A;'7«*^©m^s^^^- 

$/c(ii:t/^©^^-9-t'XcDav^:6^^ti€'n(D0}B 
o+j--i'XcD3iv^-e^^$n?>tDT\ i'D^.i^-oh^^ 

[0 0 2 7] 

m^mmtxmmt^o 
[0 0 2 8] A. mmmm(Dmf^ 

xi'l.(Dm!^^7r^ty'uy^mx$)^o ^ux^f^-fyh 

mSgS/!)^P.*D> CPU2. RAM3. SCSI (I 
/F) ^y^-7x-7.4. ::l^-4<-K-l'y^-7x- 

R S-2 3 2 C-fy^—7x—xmSge. ^^^^ 
S(CRT) 7*3<tt;-'N-FX'CX^8%filATl/^5o 
[0 0 2 9] CPU2{i. V-r^'nT^n-t-y+f-^^'ROM 

Pf^^(D-fu^'yM}t-^X. ^^^UMt 

yh<Dmmm^si3^$>^t. mmt?>\y^7'>Ym.^yr 
-f^MctSoT. ^0^x*f^i:*5A:/3SS^cofi^e 

«^ mjlil-SS-b u s;l/-^2 OlC^7D7..-J<-ryh<0 
^•^^^^s^-r^o sfc. cpu2tt. fiaj-r^s- 
bu s;U-^2 0*^?>^PX.1^'i'yhW^I£^^lXf# 

g7(Diiiffi±{c, gili?tiTv^SA:'34iS?i:l±l:':4S^<D 
IBf^. ^^^^D-9-^X*5J;0'fS^M^ K:^i^^(D{M^m 

[0 0 3 0] RAM3ti. ^mmBmO^tnT^^s^yh 
m^^mfrMm 1 ±cDyD^-7A^'if^i?^iB!i-r5iEii 
!t(*TS?>o ilttc. RAM3^Cti. m 

m^-^tlfzly^yy \>m.my7-()l (MO n L a y. i 
n i) mifl^nSo $fc. RAM3fC{i, imU (H 
D, SD) mm. m^mM^<^zsmm^mrj:Em^ 
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12t.T^-r^nxd^-ryh (mm) mmtimm-^n^^ 

[003 1] SCS \^y^-yx.-7.A\i. f^-Yf 

1 CD 7°D ^"7 r -< )Vr^ ^ mm L T^o < 

§0 R S-2 3 2 C-fy^-yx—XIUESeti, ^'PX 
;J<^yh^'9i^^^tf*9a--y h (f^KE-rsS-bu 

fi, C P U 2 W#£DT. ttiSTi. S - b u s 

[0 0 3 2] S-b u s;l/-^2 Ott, S-b u s tcg^ 

(S-b u s) coi^t Lri!){lJ-r?.. S-bu sli. 20 

[0 0 3 3] ^fe. S-hustit. iyVTJKDT'i^^ 
;l/-;l'-T--i'yy-X'i'>y^^^ffloynhP;H:\ * 

^•^ .rL->y hi:^iS[(DUtnyF^^l*cr)BNCy-^ 30 

[0 0 3 4] S-b u s;U-^'2 0{i> RS-2 3 2 C 
-ry^-7x-X|5IgS2 K ;1/-^C PU2 2, S-b 
u s-l'y^-7x-X2 3. *3ckt>'^^jailg|32 4*^e 

R S-2 3 2 Cl'y^'-7x-X2 1 ^i^fljij 

®]a->y bi:>5:S^'nXvi^^yh^^g^gHl iioii 
fs^ff^oHISS-efeSo ;l/-^CPU2 2«> SiJSU^l] 
iiV-r^DyD-fe-y+J-^R OM. RAM^^^*. S1i§§ 
tC^LT^-J^-'jyi'-^t'^tT^dc S-bus-fy^- 40 
7x-X23ti. S-b u s±(D^iimi»f7*^lfil 
SST'fe?)c s-busli. wm'r--:r)\yX'^W^tmm 

^pxji^-ryhw^g^jt^-^^M^s^^Dj^.* 

[0 0 3 5] m^mm2 4 - >y V ttj: 
i.^px.i^-ry h^^s^^s 1 ©^'PX.K-ry h^j^ 
g^fCf^eoT, ;l/-^C PU 2 2;&^5>«l&^nS»3 
W F (c   D   n X>K-r y h ^ D ^x.^tf ^ 5 
So «it®iiai32 4fC(±. AtimW^b^AtJ^nS, 5 1 
2m<DKtim-m2 s^s^xs^e-'^tmm.-^n^ 512 50 

002-325201 
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[0036] SD^r^^30-l. 3 0-2. 30-3 
xiimPi<Dmt\9€Xh^m^^mmx^K). s-bu 

s;i/-^? 2 ort-e^pxj}?-ry h*^^p>tifcti^. A;': 

tJcDM^B!fcbtii-rt©-e^So HD^^^3 Hi^ A 

-l~3 0-3i:[WI1i{C. S-b u s;I/-^ 2 OrtT^ 
pX.t°-i' > h ;b^lxe.n/c^a-s A;(3ffl'JoB!jl;j^^e^Ltil-r 

tcD-e$.So 
[003 7] ^OmU^-3y4 0{*. S-busfcg 

J6©ttD-e$>§o ^D^x.U^:3y4 Oti. U^r^yc 
PU4 i*3<fct;s-bu s-ryi?-7x-x4 2^^^ 
Tv>So ^f5^^'j^ay4 ot*. s-bus-rytJ?— 
7x—X 4 2^:n-LT. S-b u s;l/—2 0^i^6(D4< 
->J yy*^g#(Dli§5 I D t-mhfcm^\ai.. S^'N 

S-b u s*^>LTS-b u s;b-^ 2 Otca^n 
fSo u-t3ycpu4 Hi. -^-r^pyp-t-y-y-'^R 

p-rso 
[0 0 3 8] /5:t3. S-bustcli. %mri\t. ^D^t 

^•J*ny4 OJ-X^i-fi:t,^^ffl/-?^^;U^a\ ^^^§5 
;b^gM^nso g^ggO^^. S - b u s e <D 
jt^-'jy^'T-MMcDt^jjiiA^ii^^n. jg^^if^^ajt) 

jA/uT-S^tCfflV^So 
[0 0 3 9] ^^C. H2^(/^L05^i:. WZ'i'hSS 

T'T-r^l/ (M o n L a y.  i n i ) ©lEaiM^^fli^ 

h^S7ri';l/ttJfoT. ^^gfi 7 Oiii®±tc, 

snTV^SA;'3SiS?i:ffi:'3iS?®M{^. ^-'^KO^^X 

[0 0 4 0] ^cx. ^mmmmx^t. ±a>L/cW7 

^^x. fe) xtjmmoy^^y amm. a^-r^ 
^'^-■^'(D^-^X) icfSCT^^-r^t^ff^o^^ff^^ 

^SoE^ns^-^o^f-ry. A*4S?S{cA:'3$nsA 
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* 5 ^^^fiJS'JT t S <D i: -r S o 
[0 0 4 1 ] tHtl^-^^lC^^LTs HD, SD^Hft^ 

LTV^So flJx.{f. rsDSj \t. {i^a*'«SDT\ t 

fe7!)''7j<fe (^1*2 0 0. i^2 5 0. W2 5 0) Tfe^il 
i:^^bTv^i.o Sfc. rsDMj \t. m^nt'^sxi 
1:\ ^^^tJ-YXM (MQ 0.M¥50s?^lil0).^^ 

OS/7^fe;b^7j<fe        200. Si250.W250) 20 

iLT TALLj M^ati:M^5^*<^T<0fi^{c 

[0 0 4 2] mA\t. mti9t'e-9\z^ummtm'& 
o^^tiifett-i). u-TT"? ^^S7 7-r;^cD-0lJ^^■r 
i|l^ET'feSo (KDCRJ®^^. tB:^j4|g^0UT Hi. ^: 
-^m^s^^-f-ti^ rSDSj T-$)5iIi^^LTl/^So 
OSD. [il:^liS?OUT 1 ©^-^fti. sDffl^-r:/o 
■9--rXS (^4 0. Jfif3 0. ^i«8) X'hK>. 7j<feT?S 

fz. UitliS^OUT 2(i. ^-^^^.T^^?-!':/:^)^ TALL 
SJ T-fe§(Ii:^^LTV^§„ oSD> tti;b4lS^0UT 
2cD^r:^{i, A L Lffl^-f'y©tl--rXS (1i50. if 
3 0. ^1^8) X'hK>s 5^1*2 5 0. ^10 0. W2 2 

^*3, El4(c4oV^T. SBaifi?lJi;LT TALLJ t 

tX3o?>o 
[0 0 4 3] Sfc. XtsmmcMLX. SD. HD^^ 

^\ msUfi^ia^ii-r?-03i:0 5ic^-rj; 40 
^tc, U-i'7'>hIS^7 7'-J';l/CD4'01^gi:LTiEKli 

itMXh^. COfJ'iJcDtia-. &*^e.2i^*Wffl%^ 

{i. :fejb>e.tr:^(3D«|, IfiE. ^M^mt>L. m<0. 3o 

Dsj (i. fi^M^i-is D-(:\ v-x.tv^y-y-'f'Xs (in 
2 0. ifl 0. ?S8) X^Kl. «i|^OS^fe*Vl<fe 
(35^«2 0 0. il2 5 0. W2 5 0) T'feSilil^^t 50 

!ttP^2 0 0 2-3 2 5 2 0 1 
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[0 0 4 4] ^5Ji. A:^J^WcMLM^fflA^@^T'^ 

rsDsj -efescii^^^tTi/^^o 
$•3. X*4!g?l N ife<kt;A:^»4IS?l N2(Dt>^>' 
tt. SDffl^'i':/o-y-'i'Xs (1112 0. «i 0. 
8) x^io. 7j<feTg^^B7<Diii®±t^^$n^c: 
t^^LTi/^^o Sfc. A:^;iS?i N30^l<^y«. s 
Dffl^-ry«D-9--rXM (^2 5. mi 5.    10) x 
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(54) Title of the invention: Cross point connection 

state display device, cross point connection state 

display method and cross point connection state 

display program 

(57) Abstract: 

Problem to be solved: To enable to easily recognize a 

signal kind of an input raw material and an output 

device and prevent mis-opeation due to mismatch of 

the signal kinds. 

Solution: CPU 2 of a cross point changeover display 

device 1 determines whether the signal kind of an 

input terminal being a changeover object and the 

signal kind of the monitor on an output terminal side 

match with each other or not in accordance with a 

layout setting file of a RAM 3 when a changeover 

instruction of a cross point is given from an operator 

is. 
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When they do not match with each other, an alarm is 

given. On the other hand, when they match with each 

other, the changeover of the cross point is requested to 

an S-bus router 20. In addition, the CPU 2 acquires 

the changeover result of the cross point from the S- 

bus router 20, and the size and the signal kind of the 

monitor, the signal kind of the input terminal and the 

like are displayed on the screen of a display unit 7 in a 

readily identifiable display form in accordance with 

the layout setting file. 

[Claims] 

[Claim 1] A cross point connection state display that 

displays a connection state with a plurality of output 

terminals to which a plurality of monitors for an input 

material inputted into a plurality of input terminals 

characterized by that a plurality of input materials are 

inputted and an input terminal of this plurality is 

outputted and displaying this input material are 

connected including the attribute of a monitor 

connected to the mentioned above a plurality of 

output terminals at least, a memory means that stores 

the attribute of an input material inputted into the 

mentioned above a plurality of input terminals, while 

displaying at least the attribute of a monitor stored by 

the mentioned above memory means with the 1st 

drawing and displaying the attribute of an input 

material stored by the mentioned above memory 

means with the 2nd drawing, a displaying means that 
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displays a difference in a signal kind that can be 

expressed as the mentioned above monitor by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 1st 

drawing and displays a difference in a signal kind of 

the mentioned above input material by difference in a 

color of the mentioned above 2nd drawing. 

[Claim 2] The cross point connection state display 

according to claim 1 displaying a difference in display 

size that should display a difference in display size of 

the mentioned above monitor by difference in size of 

the mentioned above 1st drawing and should display 

the mentioned above input material by difference in 

size of the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the attribute 

of the mentioned above monitor including display size 

of a monitor the attribute of the mentioned above 

input material, an input material including display size 

that should be displayed the mentioned above 

displaying means. 

[Claim 3] The cross point connection state display 

according to claim 2 displaying an output terminal 

name of an applicable output terminal inside the 

mentioned above 1st drawing, and displaying an input 

terminal name of an applicable input terminal on it 

inside the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the 

mentioned above displaying means matches the 

mentioned above 1st drawing and the mentioned 

above 2nd drawing by 1 to 1, and arranges them on a 

screen. 
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[Claim 4] The cross point connection state display 

according to claim 1 including a decision means that 

judges whether the attribute of an input material 

inputted into an attribute and an input terminal of a 

monitor by which cross point connection is made and 

that is connected to an output terminal is in agreement 

based on the attribute of the mentioned above monitor 

stored by the mentioned above memory means and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material when 

performing a cross point change, a warning means 

that produces warning when the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor and the attribute of the 

mentioned above input material are not in agreement 

by the mentioned above decision means. 

[Claim 5] The cross point connection state display 

according to claim 4 characterized by that the attribute 

of the mentioned above monitor includes at least a 

signal kind that can be expressed as a monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material 

includes a signal kind of an input material at least. 

[Claim 6] The cross point connection state display 

according to claim 4 characterized by that the attribute 

of the mentioned above monitor includes at least 

display size as which the attribute of the mentioned 

above input material should display each input 

material at least including display size of each 

monitor. 
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[Claim 7] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation displaying a difference in a signal kind of 

the mentioned above input material that is one of the 

attributes of the mentioned above input material by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing, an input material inputted into a plurality of 

input terminals into which a plurality of input 

materials are inputted and an input terminal of this 

plurality is outputted, in the cross point connection 

state method of presentation that displays a 

connection state with a plurality of output terminals to 

which a plurality of monitors for displaying this input 

material are connected, when displaying the attribute 

of a monitor connected to the mentioned above a 

plurality of output terminals with the 1 st drawing, a 

difference in a signal kind that can be expressed as the 

mentioned above monitor that is one of the attributes 

of the mentioned above monitor, when displaying by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 1st 

drawing and displaying the attribute of an input 

material inputted into the mentioned above a plurality 

of input terminals with the 2nd drawing. 

[Claim 8] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 7 displaying by 

difference in size of the mentioned above 1st drawing 

and displaying a difference in display size that should 

display the mentioned above input material that is one 

of the attributes of the mentioned above input material 
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by difference in size of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing, a difference in display size of the mentioned 

above monitor which is one of the attributes of the 

mentioned above monitor. 

[Claim 9] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 8 matching the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing and the mentioned 

above 2nd drawing by 1 to 1, arranging them on a 

screen, displaying an output terminal name of an 

applicable output terminal inside the mentioned above 

1st drawing, and displaying an input terminal name of 

an applicable input terminal inside the mentioned 

above 2nd drawing. 

[Claim 10] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 7 characterized by 

producing warning when the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor and the attribute of the 

mentioned above input material are not in agreement, 

when performing a cross point change, based on the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material, it is 

judged whether the attribute of an input material 

inputted into an attribute and an input terminal of a 

monitor by which cross point connection is made, and 

that is connected to an output terminal is in 

agreement. 
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[Claim 11] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 10 characterized by 

that the attribute of the mentioned above monitor 

includes at least a signal kind that can be expressed as 

a monitor and the attribute of the mentioned above 

input material includes a signal kind of an input 

material at least. 

[Claim 12] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 10 characterized by 

that the attribute of the mentioned above monitor 

includes at least display size as which the attribute of 

the mentioned above input material should display 

each input material at least including display size of 

each monitor. 

[Claim 13] The cross point connection state display 

program making a computer perform a step that 

displays a difference in a signal kind of the mentioned 

above input material that is one of the attributes of the 

mentioned above input material by difference in a 

color of the mentioned above 2nd drawing, an input 

material inputted into a plurality of input terminals 

into which a plurality of input materials are inputted 

and an input terminal of this plurality is outputted, in 

a cross point connection state display program that 

displays a connection state with a plurality of output 

terminals to which a plurality of monitors for 

displaying this input material are connected, a step 

that is one of the attributes of the mentioned above 
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monitor when displaying the attribute of a monitor 

connected to the mentioned above a plurality of 

output terminals with the 1st drawing and which 

displays a difference in a signal kind which can be 

expressed as the mentioned above monitor by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 1st 

drawing, when displaying the attribute of an input 

material inputted into the mentioned above a plurality 

of input terminals with the 2nd drawing. 

[Claim 14] The cross point connection state display 

program according to claim 13 making a computer 

perform a step that displays a difference in display 

size that should display the mentioned above input 

material that is one of the attributes of the mentioned 

above input material by difference in size of the 

mentioned above 2nd drawing, a step that displays a 

difference in display size of the mentioned above 

monitor that is one of the attributes of the mentioned 

above monitor by difference in size of the mentioned 

above 1st drawing. 

[Claim 15] The cross point connection state display 

program according to claim 14 making a computer 

perform a step that produces warning when it is 

judged that the attribute of the mentioned above 

monitor and the attribute of the mentioned above 

input material are not in agreement, when performing 

a cross point change, based on the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor and the attribute of the 
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mentioned above input material, a step that judges 

whether the attribute of an input material inputted into 

an attribute and an input terminal of a monitor by 

which cross point connection is made, and which is 

connected to an output terminal is in agreement. 

[Detailed description of the invention] 

[0001] 

[Field of the invention] This invention relates to a 

cross point connection state display, the cross point 

connection state method of presentation and a cross 

point connection state display program. 

[0002] 

[Description of the prior art] Conventionally, the 

apparatus called a router (routing switcher) is 

performing the change of an input terminal and an 

output terminal. The connection change of this 

terminal is called cross point change. The router is 

performing the cross point change that connects or 

separates an input (raw material displayed on a 

monitor), and an output (monitor that projects an 

image) according to external directions. 

[0003] Here, drawing 12 is a key map for explaining a 

cross point change. In drawing 12, the portion of the 

black dot (?) shows the cross point, namely, the 

portion connected, for example, the input material of 

input terminal INI is outputted to the monitor of 

output terminal OUTl, 
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Similarly, each input material of input terminal IN2, 

JN3, IN4, INS is outputted to each monitor of output 

terminal OUT2, OUTS, OUT4, OUTS. 

[0004] Each input material of input terminal IN6, INT, 

INS, each input material of input terminal INI 4, IN IS, 

IN 16 is outputted to each monitor of output terminal 

OUTS, OUT9, OUTIO to each monitor of output 

terminal OUT14, OUT15, OUT16. The cross point 

change state mentioned above can be easily 

recognized now to an operator by displaying typically 

on the screen of a personal computer. 

[OOOS] 

[Problems to be solved by the invention] By the way, 

there are various different signals, such as SD, HD 

and NTSC, PAL, SECAM, a sound, and an image, in 

an input material, for example. For example, HD is 

the abbreviation for High Definition Television, and 

effective scanning lines are those with more than 

double, and a highly minute high quality TV 

compared with the conventional. SD is the 

abbreviation for Standard Definition Television, and 

is the broadcast image quality television of present 

terrestrial broadcasting to HD television. Similarly, 

also corresponding to the signal kind of the mentioned 

above input material or monitor of an output side, 

there are an SD type monitor, an HD type monitor, 

etc. 
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[0006] However, at the cross point change time, an 

input and an output cannot identify a signal kind etc. 

Although it is also possible to attach the name that can 

identify a signal kind etc. into the terminal name 

portions of input terminal INI or output terminal 

OUTl, there is a character number limit in this 

terminal name and there is a limit in attaching the 

name that can identify a signal kind in the small 

number of characters. 

[0007] Even if it attached the name that can be 

identified, there was no method of judging and 

displaying screen size from the name. Thus, the size 

of the monitor that is an output destination change 

displayed on the screen of a personal computer is 

fixed, and whether the terminal of an output 

destination change switches or the assigned input 

material changes, it does not change automatically the 

size or the color of a monitor that are displayed. 

[0008] For this reason, for example, there is a risk of 

assigning the raw material name of HD to an SD type 

monitor. On the contrary, the raw material name of 

SD may be assigned to an HD type monitor. When 

control of an output destination change is performed 

not noticed inharmonious, the raw material of a 

different signal kind will be displayed on a actual 

monitor. 
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[0009] When performing these operations, it needed 

to set up having depended for signal kinds, such as the 

output (monitor) and input (raw material displayed on 

a monitor) for which it opted on the occasion of a 

system construction, for example, HD, and SD, on 

memory of the operator or looking at data, such as a 

distribution diagram, each time. Thus, in conventional 

technology, there was a problem that it was difficult 

to recognize the signal kind of an input material, the 

signal kind of an output unit and display performance 

and an operation mistake arose. 

[0010] Next, this invention can recognize easily the 

signal kind of an input material, the signal kind of an 

output unit and display performance, it aims at 

providing the cross point connection state display that 

can prevent the operation mistake by the disagreement 

of a signal kind, the cross point connection state 

method of presentation and a cross point connection 

state display program. 

[0011] 

[Means for solving the problem] This invention a 

cross point connection state display by the invention 

according to claim 1 for the mentioned above purpose 

achievement, an input material inputted into a 

plurality of input terminals into which a plurality of 

input materials are inputted and an input terminal of 

this plurality is outputted and a cross point connection 

state display that displays a connection state with a 
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plurality of output terminals to which a plurality of 

monitors for displaying this input material are 

connected is characterized by including the attribute 

of a monitor connected to the mentioned above a 

plurality of output terminals at least, a memory means 

that stores the attribute of an input material inputted 

into the mentioned above a plurality of input 

terminals, while displaying at least the attribute of a 

monitor stored by the mentioned above memory 

means with the 1st drawing and displaying the 

attribute of an input material stored by the mentioned 

above memory means with the 2nd drawing, a 

displaying means that displays a difference in a signal 

kind that can be expressed as the mentioned above 

monitor by difference in a color of the mentioned 

above 1st drawing, and displays a difference in a 

signal kind of the mentioned above input material by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing. 

[0012] In the cross point connection state display 

according to claim 1, as a desirable mode, for 

example like a statement to claim 2 the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor, including display size of a 

monitor, the attribute of the mentioned above input 

material, it may be made for the mentioned above 

displaying means to display a difference in display 

size that should display a difference in display size of 

the mentioned above monitor by difference in size of 
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the mentioned above 1st drawing and should display 

the mentioned above input material by difference in 

size of the mentioned above 2nd drawing including 

display size that should display an input material. 

[0013] In the cross point connection state display 

according to claim 2, as a desirable mode, for 

example like a statement to claim 3 the mentioned 

above displaying means, the mentioned above 1 st 

drawing and the mentioned above 2nd drawing are 

matched by 1 to 1, and are arranged on a screen, and 

an output terminal name of an applicable output 

terminal is displayed inside the mentioned above 1 st 

drawing, and it may be made to display an input 

terminal name of an applicable input terminal on it 

inside the mentioned above 2nd drawing. 

[0014] In the cross point connection state display 

according to claim 1, for example like a statement to 

claim 4 as a desirable mode, when performing a cross 

point change, the mentioned above memory means 

stores, a decision means that judges whether the 

attribute of an input material inputted into an attribute 

and an input terminal of a monitor by which cross 

point connection is made, and which is connected to 

an output terminal is in agreement based on the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material, when 

the attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material are not 
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in agreement by the mentioned above decision means, 

it may be made to provide a warning means that 

produces warning. 

[0015] The attribute of the mentioned above monitor 

includes the signal kind according to claim 5 that can 

be expressed as a monitor at least, and it may be made 

for the attribute of the mentioned above input material 

to include the cross point connection state display 

according to claim 4 like in a signal kind of an input 

material at least as a desirable mode, for example. 

[0016] In the cross point connection state display 

according to claim 4, as a desirable mode, for 

example like a statement to claim 6 the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor, it may be made for the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material to 

contain at least display size that should display each 

input material including display size of each monitor. 

[0017] The cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to the invention according to 

claim 7 for the mentioned above purpose achievement 

reason, an input material inputted into a plurality of 

input terminals into which a plurality of input 

materials are inputted, and an input terminal of this 

plurality is outputted, in the cross point connection 

state method of presentation that displays a 

connection state with a plurality of output terminals to 

which a plurality of monitors for displaying this input 

material are connected, when displaying the attribute 
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of a monitor connected to the mentioned above a 

plurality of output terminals with the 1st drawing, a 

difference in a signal kind that can be expressed as the 

mentioned above monitor that is one of the attributes 

of the mentioned above monitor, when displaying by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 1st 

drawing and displaying the attribute of an input 

material inputted into the mentioned above a plurality 

of input terminals with the 2nd drawing, a difference 

in a signal kind of the mentioned above input material 

that is one of the attributes of the mentioned above 

input material is displayed by difference in a color of 

the mentioned above 2nd drawing. 

[0018] In the cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 7, for example like a 

statement to claim 8 as a desirable mode, a difference 

in display size of the mentioned above monitor that is 

one of the attributes of the mentioned above monitor 

is displayed by difference in size of the mentioned 

above 1 st drawing, and it may be made to display a 

difference in display size that should display the 

mentioned above input material that is one of the 

attributes of the mentioned above input material by 

difference in size of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing. 

[0019] In the cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 8, for example like a 

statement to claim 9 as a desirable mode, the 
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mentioned above 1st drawing and the mentioned 

above 2nd drawing are matched by 1 to 1, and are 

arranged on a screen, and an output terminal name of 

an applicable output terminal is displayed inside the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing and it may be made to 

display an input terminal name of an applicable input 

terminal on it inside the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing. 

[0020] In the cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 7, for example like a 

statement to claim 10 as a desirable mode, when 

performing a cross point change, based on the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material, it 

may be made to produce warning, when it judges 

whether the attribute of an input material inputted into 

an attribute and an input terminal of a monitor by 

which cross point connection is made and which is 

connected to an output terminal is in agreement and 

the attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material are not 

in agreement. 

[0021] In the cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 10, as a desirable 

mode, for example like a statement to claim 11 the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor, a signal 

kind that can be expressed as a monitor is included at 

least and it may be made for the attribute of the 
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mentioned above input material to include a signal 

kind of an input material at least. 

[0022] In the cross point connection state method of 

presentation according to claim 10, as a desirable 

mode, for example like a statement to claim 12 the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor, it may be 

made for the attribute of the mentioned above input 

material to contain at least display size that should 

display each input material including display size of 

each monitor. 

[0023] A cross point connection state display program 

according to the invention according to claim 13 for 

the mentioned above purpose achievement reason, an 

input material inputted into a plurality of input 

terminals into which a plurality of input materials are 

inputted and an 

input terminal of this plurality is outputted, in a cross 

point connection state display program that displays a 

connection state with a plurality of output terminals to 

which a plurality of monitors for displaying this input 

material are connected, a step that is one of the 

attributes of the mentioned above monitor when 

displaying the attribute of a monitor connected to the 

mentioned above a plurality of output terminals with 

the 1st drawing and which displays a difference in a 

signal kind that can be expressed as the mentioned 

above monitor by difference in a color of the 

mentioned above 1st drawing, when displaying the 
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attribute of an input material inputted into the 

mentioned above a plurality of input terminals with 

the 2nd drawing, a computer is made to perform a 

step that displays a difference in a signal kind of the 

mentioned above input material that is one of the 

attributes of the mentioned above input material by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing. 

[0024] In the cross point connection state display 

program according to claim 13, for example like a 

statement to claim 14 as a desirable mode, a step that 

displays a difference in display size of the mentioned 

above monitor that is one of the attributes of the 

mentioned above monitor by difference in size of the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing, it may be made to 

make a computer perform a step that displays a 

difference in display size that should display the 

mentioned above input material that is one of the 

attributes of the mentioned above input material by 

difference in size of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing. 

[0025] In the cross point connection state display 

program according to claim 14, for example like a 

statement to claim 15 as a desirable mode, when 

performing a cross point change, based on the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor, and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material, a step 

that judges whether the attribute of an input material 
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inputted into an attribute and an input terminal of a 

monitor by which cross point connection is made, and 

which is connected to an output terminal is in 

agreement, when it is judged that the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor and the attribute of the 

mentioned above input material are not in agreement, 

it may be made to make a computer perform a step 

that produces waming. 

[0026] In this invention, the attribute of a monitor 

connected to the mentioned above a plurality of 

output terminals and the attribute of an input material 

inputted into the mentioned above a plurality of input 

terminals are stored to a memory means at least. And 

by a displaying means, the attribute of a monitor 

stored by the mentioned above memory means is 

displayed with the 1st drawing at least and the 

attribute of an input material stored at the mentioned 

above memory means is displayed in the 2nd drawing. 

By a displaying means, a difference in a signal kind 

that can be expressed as the mentioned above monitor 

is displayed by difference in a color of the mentioned 

above 1 st drawing and a difference in a signal kind of 

the mentioned above input material is displayed by 

difference in a color of the mentioned above 2nd 

drawing. A difference in display size that should 

display a difference in display size of the mentioned 

above monitor by difference in size of the mentioned 

above 1st drawing and should display the mentioned 
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above input material by the mentioned above 

displaying means is displayed by difference in size of 

the mentioned above 2nd drawing. Thus, since a 

difference between a signal kind of an input material 

and a signal kind of a monitor is displayed by 

difference in a color of each drawing or a difference 

in mutual display size is displayed by difference in 

size of each drawing, at the time of a cross point 

change, a difference between a mutual signal kind or 

front size can be recognized visually easily and it 

becomes possible to prevent an operation mistake by 

this. 

[0027] 

[Embodiment of the invention] Next, an embodiment 

of the invention is described with reference to 

drawings. 

[0028] 

A. The composition of an embodiment 

The line-block drawing 1 of is a block diagram 

showing the cross point change system by the 

embodiment of this invention. The cross point 

changeover display device 1 consists of information 

processors, such as a personal computer, it has CPU 2, 

RAM 3, the SCSI (I/F) interface 4, the keyboard 

interface 5, the RS-232C interface circuit 6, the 

display (CRT) 7 and the hard disk 8. 
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[0029] CPU 2 controls each part according to a 

predetermined program including a microprocessor, 

ROM, etc. Especially, by this embodiment, if there 

are change directions of a cross point from an 

operator, it judges whether according to the layout 

setting file mentioned later, the signal kind of the 

input terminal used as the candidate for a change and 

the signal kind of the monitor by the side of an output 

terminal are in agreement, in not being in agreement, 

it warns, and in being in agreement, it requires the 

change of a cross point of the S-bus router 20 

mentioned later. CPU 2 acquires a cross point change 

result from the S-bus router 20 mentioned later, 

according to the layout setting file mentioned later, 

the relation of the input terminal and output terminal 

that are connected on the screen of the display 7, the 

size of a monitor and a signal kind, the signal kind of 

an input terminal, etc. are easily displayed by an 

identifiable display style. 

[0030] RAM 3 is a storage that stores a program, 

information, etc. on the cross point changeover 

display device 1 of this embodiment. In particular, in 

this embodiment, the layout setting file (MonLay.ini) 

that is mentioned later and the signal kind of the 

monitor of an input material and an output side, etc. 

were described to be is stored in RAM 3. Signal kind 

(HD, SD) information, signal name information, 

switching information, etc. are held RAM 3. 
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Concretely, signal kind names shown oh drawing 2 

and drawing 3, such as HD and SD, the size for every 

signal kind and the setup information of a color are 

stored in a signal kind information bureau. 

The information on the output terminal name shown 

on drawing 7 mentioned later or an input terminal 

name is stored in a signal name information bureau. 

The cross point (connection) information shown on 

drawing 12 mentbned later is stored in a switching 

information part. 

[0031] SCSI interface 4 is a circuit that controls a data 

input/output of the hard disk 8. The hard disk 8 is an 

external storage that stores a program, a configuration 

file, etc. of the cross point changeover display device 

1. The keyboard interface 5 is a circuit with input 

devices, such as a keyboard, a mouse, etc. that are not 

represented. The RS-232C interface circuit 6 is a 

circuit that performs communication with the unit (S- 

bus router mentioned later) that performs a cross point 

change. The display 7 is a monitor that displays the 

state of the cross point change performed with the S- 

bus router mentioned later under control of CPU 2. 

[0032] The S-bus router 20 is apparatus connected to 

S-bus and operates as a main station of the serial bus 

(S-bus) that performs each appliance control. It is 

connected with a bus by BNC and S-bus polls from a 

main station to each apparatus with a constant interval 

and if each apparatus has required information, it will 
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notify data to a main station according to the polling. 

A main station notifies the information on a cross 

point, etc. to each apparatus for every fixed time. 

[0033] S-bus is a protocol only for a serial digital 

routing switcher and it is characterized by the ability 

to build a system, without needing a prime controller. 

It is a protocol that controls by connecting between a 

plurality of remote controls with a plvtrality of routing 

switcher units by one BNC cable and communicating. 

[0034] The S-bus router 20 consists of RS-232C 

interface circuit 21 and router CPU 22, the S-bus 

interface 23 and the change processing part 24. RS- 

232C interface 21 is a circuit that performs 

communication with the cross point changeover 

display device 1 used as a switching control unit. 

Router CPU 22 performs polling etc. to each 

apparatus including the microprocessor that manages 

control, ROM, RAM. The S-bus interface 23 is a 

circuit that performs each appliance control on S-bus. 

It is connected with each apparatus with a coaxial 

cable and S-bus performs change directions of a cross 

point and incorporation of a change result. 

[0035] The change processing part 24 performs a 

cross point change with the control commands 

supplied from router CPU 22 according to the cross 

point switching request of the cross point changeover 

display device 1 used as a switching control unit. 
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The change processing part 24 is equipped with the 

512 output terminal groups 26 to which the 512 input 

terminal groups 25 and monitor into which an input 

material is inputted are connected. 

[0036] SD monitor 30-1, 30-2, 30-3 are displays 

which are the output destination changes of an input 

material and when a cross point is taken within the S- 

bus router 20, they project the image of an input side. 

The HD monitor 31 is a display that is an output 

destination change of an input material, and like the 

SD monitor 30-1 to 30-3, when a cross point is taken 

within the S-bus router 20, it projects the image of an 

input side. 

[0037] The change remote control 40 is apparatus 

connected to S-bus, and is for being operated by an 

operator, choosing an input and an output by this 

system and directing setting out. The change remote 

control 40 is provided with remote control CPU 41 

and the S-bus interface 42. When the polling from the 

S-bus router 20 is in agreement with own apparatus 

ID by the S-bus interface 42, the change remote 

control 40, when it is judged as the polling to self and 

the change directions by remote control operation are 

set up in that case, the change information is notified 

to the S-bus router 20 by S-bus. Remote control CPU 

41 controls operation of the change remote control 40 

including a microprocessor, ROM, RAM. 
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[0038] Various apparatus, such as a panel for a 

display, is actually connected to S-bus besides change 

remote control 40. In the case of a display for 

indication, the situation of connection is notified by 

the polling from a S-bus router, required information 

is incorporated and it uses for a display. 

[0039] Next, drawing 2 - drawing 5 are the key maps 

showing the example of description of a layout setting 

file (MonLay.ini). At this embodiment, as mentioned 

above, according to a layout setting file, the relation 

of the input terminal and output terminal that are 

connected on the screen of the display 7, the size of a 

monitor and a signal kind, the signal kind of an input 

terminal, etc. are easily displayed by an identifiable 

display style. Specifically a monitor is expressed with 

a rectangle, the size of a monitor is expressed in 

rectangular size, the signal kind of a monitor is 

expressed by the color in a rectangular frame, and the 

name of an output terminal is displayed in a rectangle. 

Also, the size of the monitor that should display an 

input side with a rectangle and should display it in 

rectangular size similarly is expressed, the signal kind 

of an input material is expressed by the color in a 

rectangular frame and the name of an input terminal is 

displayed in a rectangle. 

[0040] Next, the display style (size) of the rectangle 

that should be displayed on the layout setting file 

mentioned above in this embodiment according to the 
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type (a signal kind, size) of a monitor character size, 

the color, the display style (size, character size, color) 

of the rectangle that should be displayed according to 

the type (a signal kind, the size of the monitor that 

should be displayed) of an input material and the typQ 

of the monitor connected for every output terminal, 

the type of the input material inputted for every input 

terminal, etc. are described. This layout setting file is 

stored in the hard disk 8, is read at the time of starting 

of CPU 2 and is held RAM 3. Although setting out 

shown on drawing 2 - drawing 5 explained below is 

performed within one layout setting file, it shall be 

distinguished for every item setting out about what it 

is by key parenthesis display (comment). 

[0041] To an output monitor, when signal kinds, such 

as HD and SD, are immobilization, as shown on 

drawing 2 and drawing 4, it is described as one item 

in a layout setting file. Drawing 2 is a key map 

showing the example of setting out about the display 

type of the monitor that is an output side. In the case 

of this example, 2 characters express a signal kind 

from the left (except for ALL), and the 3rd character 

expresses monitor size. From the left, a number 

expresses the side of a monitor, length and character 

quantity, and remains, and 3 numbers express the 

foreground color within the limit. For example, a 

signal kind is SD and «SDS» shows that the monitor 

size S (the width 40, the length 30, character quantity 
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8) and a foreground color within the Hmit are light 

blues (the red 200, the green 250, blue 250). A signal 

kind is SD and «SDM» shows that the monitor size M 

(the width 60, the length 50, character quantity 10) 

and a foreground color within the limit are light blues 

(the red 200, the green 250, blue 250). In drawing 2, it 

is the monitor that can respond to a signal kind 

regardless of «ALL» as an example of description at 

all the signals. 

[0042] Drawing 4 is a key map showing an example 

of a layout setting file in case a signal kind is 

immobilization to an output destination change 

monitor. In the case of this example, output terminal 

OUTl shows that a monitor display type is «SDS». 

That is, the monitor of output terminal OUTl is the 

size S of the type for SD (the width 40, the length 30, 

character quantity 8), is light-blue and shows what is 

displayed on the screen of the display 7. 

Output terminal OUT2 shows that a monitor display 

type is «ALLS». That is, the monitor of output 

terminal OUT2 is the size S of the type for ALL (the 

width 50, the length 30, character quantity 8) and 

shows what is displayed on the screen of the display 7 

in the red 250, the green 100, and the blue 220. In 

drawing 4, it is a terminal that can respond to a signal 

kind regardless of «ALL» as an example of 

description at all the signals. 
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[0043] When considering differential species, such as 

SD and HD, as immobihzation to an input material, as 

shown on drawing 3 and drawing 5, it is described as 

one item in a layout setting file. Drawing 3 is a key 

map showing the example of description of the layout 

setting file about the display type of the sauce button 

that is an input side. In the case of this example, 2 

characters express a signal kind from the left and the 

3rd character expresses monitor size. From the left, a 

number expresses the side of a monitor, length, and 

character quantity, and remains, and 3 numbers 

express the foreground color within the limit. For 

example, «SDS» shows that a signal kind is SD, and 

is the sauce button size S (the width 20, the length 10, 

character quantity 8),and a foreground color within 

the limit is a light blue (the red 200, the green 250, 

blue 250). 

[0044] Drawing 5 is a key map showing an example 

of a layout setting file in case a signal kind is 

immobilization to an input material. In the case of this 

example, input terminal INI shows that a button 

display type is «SDS». 

That is, the button of input terminal INI and input 

terminal IN2 is the size S of the type for SD (the 

width 20, the length 10, character quantity 8), is light- 

blue and shows what is displayed on the screen of the 

display 7. 
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The button of input terminal INS is the size M of the 

type for SD (the width 25, the length 15, character 

quantity 10), is light-blue and shows what is displayed 

on the screen of the display 7. Next, it is the same. 

[0045] B. Operation of an embodiment 

Next operation of the cross point change system by 

the embodiment mentioned above is explained. Here, 

drawing 6 is a flow chart for explaining operation 

when a cross point change is performed. If the cross 

point changeover display device 1 is started, by CPU 

2, it reads the layout setting file the signal kind of the 

output terminal and the input terminal, etc. were 

described to b e from the hard disk 8 and stores it in 

RAM 3 (Step SIO). If CPU 2 of the cross point 

changeover display device 1 is switched with an 

operator and it has directions, it will judge whether 

the signal kinds of a terminal with change directions 

are the same signal kinds or it is a different signal 

kind with reference to description of the layout setting 

file stored to RAM 3 (Step SI2). And when the signal 

kind is in agreement, according to setting out, a cross 

point change demand is given to the S -bus router 20 

(Step S14). 

[0046] In the S-bus router 20, the mentioned above 

cross point switching request is received by the RS- 

232C interface circuit 21 and the cross point change 

of the input terminal group 25 and the output terminal 
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group 26 is performed by router CPU 22 according to 

a cross point switching request. 

[0047] In the cross point changeover display device 1, 

a cross point change resuh is incorporated from the S- 

bus router 20 (Step S20), with reference to description 

of the layout setting file stored to RAM 3, a monitor 

applicable on the screen of the display 7, a name, the 

switched terminal name, etc. are displayed by GUI 

(graphical user interface) from the size of a monitor 

(Step S22). 

[0048] Here, drawing 9 - drawing 11 are the operation 

that was mentioned above, and after it switches on the 

GUI picture of the cross point changeover display 

device 1, it is a key map showing the communication 

message of a telegram that is transmitted to the cross 

point changeover display device 1 from the S-bus 

router 20 and which shows a change result. 

[0049] When there is a signal kind in which the 

terminals to switch differ on the other hand, namely, 

disagreement, it is judged whether description of a 

layout setting file has a terminal «ALL» that can 

respond to all the signals regardless of a signal kind 

(Step SI6). And when it is not «ALL», an 

inharmonious purport is told by pop-up, a beep sound, 

etc. (Step SI8). Next, as mentioned above, a cross 

point change result is incorporated from the S-bus 

router 20 (Step S20) and the GUI display of a monitor 
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applicable on the screen of the display 7, a name, the 

switched terminal name, etc. is carried out (Step S22). 

[0050] Even if it is a signal kind in which the 

terminals to switch differ, when there is «ALL», 

according to setting out, a cross point change demand 

is given to the S-bus router 20 (Step SI4), across 

point change result is incorporated from a router (Step 

S20), with reference to description of the layout 

setting file stored to RAM 3, a monitor applicable on 

the screen of the display 7, a name, the switched 

terminal name, etc. are displayed by GUI from the 

size of a monitor (S22). That is, if the signal kind of 

an output terminal is ALL in the layout setting file 

stored to RAM 3 when it switches with an operator 

and there are directions, SD raw material or HD raw 

material can switch an input terminal too. 

[0051] As shown on drawing 7, the size and the color 

of a monitor and an input terminal button are GUI, 

and are displayed on the display 7. In drawing 7, the 

monitor is arranged in the upper part of a screen, and 

the input name button is arranged at the lower part. In 

a monitor, as shown on drawing 8, it is divided up and 

down 2 and the name of an output terminal and the 

name of the input terminal in which the cross point is 

taken at the lower part are displayed on the upper row. 

As shown on drawing 8, in the case of the display 

example of most left-hand side, the output terminal 

name «PM1» will mean being connected with the 
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input terminal «C1», and the image inputted into the 

input terminal CI actual monitor PMl will project it. 

[0052] In drawing 7 and drawing 8, although the color 

is not expressed, in the box of the upper row where 

the name of the output terminal is displayed, and the 

box of the lower part in which the name of the input 

terminal is displayed, it is actually stained according 

to description of a layout setting file. That is, since it 

is displayed by the color from which the box showing 

a monitor differs when the signal kinds that a monitor 

processes differ, the operator can distinguish easily 

that signal kinds differ. 

[0053] In the example of a screen shown on drawing 

7, a cross point can be switched by assigning the 

button of the input terminal name displayed on a 

bottom of screen by the method of drags and drops to 

the monitor of the upper part of a screen. At this time, 

the dragged input terminal name is displayed on the 

monitor lower part of the dropped point, and the 

connecting relation (cross point) of an input terminal 

and an output terminal is known. 

[0054] When switching a cross point, it can be 

visually judged from the color specification of the 

shape of a monitor, a color, and an input button 

whether they are the terminals that can be switched by 

checking the screen shown on drawing 7. For 

example, in the case of the example shown on 

drawing 8, it turns out to an output name «PM1» and 
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«PM2» that it is a thing of the kind from which 

«AM1» is clearly different from the shape and the 

color of a monitor differing from each other. 

[0055] When a signal kind is inharmonious, trying to 

inform an inharmonious purport by a view as popup at 

this embodiment. The change at the time of signal 

kind disagreement can be allowed, it cannot allow or a 

message content can respond easily by setting out of a 

layout setting file. 

[0056] Although the cross point change is performed 

in this embodiment on the GUI picture of the cross 

point changeover display device 1 shown on drawing 

7, when the S-bus router 20 shown on drawing 1 

receives the sense of a cross point change from the S- 

bus remote control 40, it is also possible for router 

CPU 22 to judge a signal kind, and for CPU 2 of the 

cross point changeover display device 1 to receive a 

sense result by RS-232C interface 21 and to switch 

size, a color, etc. of the monitor currently displayed 

on the GUI picture of the display 7 according to a 

decision result. 

[0057] According to the embodiment mentioned 

above, the operability of a change of input and output 

with change machines, such as a router, can be raised. 

It can be judged visually whether it is the signal kind 

of an input and each output, for example, «SD» or it is 

«HD». Since it was made to be told by pop-up, a beep 

sound, etc. when the signal kind of the input material 
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by the side of an input terminal and the signal kind of 

the monitor by the side of an output terminal were 

inharmonious, an operation mistake can be prevented. 

[0058] 

[Effect of the invention] According to the invention 

according to claim 1, storing at least the attribute of 

the monitor connected to the mentioned above a 

plurality of output terminals, and the attribute of the 

input material inputted into the mentioned above a 

plurality of input terminals to the memory means and 

by a displaying means. The attribute of the monitor 

stored by the mentioned above memory means is 

displayed with the 1 st drawing at least, the attribute of 

the input material stored by the mentioned above 

memory means is displayed with the 2nd drawing, 

since the difference in the signal kind that can be 

expressed as the mentioned above monitor is 

displayed by the difference in the color of the 

mentioned above 1st drawing and the difference in the 

signal kind of the mentioned above input material was 

displayed by the difference in the color of the 

mentioned above 2nd drawing, the signal kind of an 

input material, the signal kind of an output unit and 

display performance can be recognized easily and the 

advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 
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[0059] According to the invention according to claim 

2, by the mentioned above displaying means the 

difference in the display size of the mentioned above 

monitor, since the difference in the display size that 

should display by the difference in the size of the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing, and should display the 

mentioned 

above input material was displayed by the difference 

in the size of the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the 

signal kind of an input material, the signal kind of an 

output unit and display performance can be 

recognized easily, and the advantage that the 

operation mistake by the disagreement of a signal 

kind can be prevented is acquired. 

[0060] According to the invention according to claim 

3, by the mentioned above displaying means the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing and the mentioned 

above 2nd drawing, since match by 1 to 1, it arranges 

on a screen, the output terminal name of an applicable 

output terminal is displayed inside the mentioned 

above 1 st drawing and the input terminal name of the 

applicable input terminal was displayed inside the 

mentioned above 2nd drawing, the signal kind of an 

input material, the signal kind of an output unit and 

display performance can be recognized easily and the 

advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 
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[0061] When performing a cross point change 

according to the invention according to claim 4, by a 

decision means, based on the attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor stored by the mentioned 

above memory means and the attribute of the 

mentioned above input material, the attribute of the 

input material inputted into the attribute and input 

terminal of the monitor by that cross point connection 

is made, and which is connected to the output terminal 

judges whether it is in agreement, and by the 

mentioned above decision means. 

When the attribute of the mentioned above monitor 

and the attribute of the mentioned above input 

material are not in agreement, the advantage that the 

signal kind of an input material, the signal kind of an 

output unit and display performance can be 

recognized easily, and the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented by a 

warning means since warning was produced is 

acquired. 

[0062] Since it was made to include the signal kind of 

an input material at least as an attribute of the 

mentioned above input material as an attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor including the signal kind 

that can be expressed as a monitor according to the 

invention according to claim 5, the signal kind of an 

input material, the signal kind of an output unit, and 

display performance can be recognized easily, and the 
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advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 

[0063] According to the invention according to claim 

6, at least as an attribute of the mentioned above 

monitor including the display size of each monitor as 

an attribute of the mentioned above input material, 

since it was made to include at least the display size 

that should display each input material, the signal 

kind of an input material, the signal kind of an output 

unit, and display performance can be recognized 

easily, and the advantage that the operation mistake 

by the disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented 

is acquired. 

[0064] When displaying the attribute of the monitor 

connected to a plurality of output terminals with the 

1st drawing according to the invention according to 

claim 7, the difference in the signal kind that can be 

expressed as the mentioned above monitor that is one 

of the attributes of the mentioned above monitor, 

when displaying by the difference in the color of the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing and displaying the 

attribute of the input material inputted into a plurality 

of input terminals with the 2nd drawing, since the 

difference in the signal kind of the mentioned above 

input material that is one of the attributes of the 

mentioned above input material was displayed by the 

difference in the color of the mentioned above 2nd 
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drawing, the signal kind of an input material, the 

signal kind of an output unit, and display performance 

can be recognized easily, and the advantage that the 

operation mistake by the disagreement of a signal 

kind can be prevented is acquired. 

[0065] According to the invention according to claim 

8, it is one of the attributes of the mentioned above 

monitor. Since the difference in the display size of the 

mentioned above monitor is displayed by the 

difference in the size of the mentioned above 1st 

drawing and the difference in the display size which 

should display the mentioned above input material 

that is one of the attributes of the mentioned above 

input material was displayed by the difference in the 

size of the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the signal 

kind of an input material, the signal kind of an output 

unit and display 

performance can be recognized easily and the 

advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 

[0066] According to the invention according to claim 

9, the mentioned above 1st drawing and the 

mentioned above 2nd drawing, since match by 1 to 1, 

it arranges on a screen, the output terminal name of an 

applicable output terminal is displayed inside the 

mentioned above 1st drawing and the input terminal 

name of the applicable input terminal was displayed 
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inside the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the signal 

kind of an input material, the signal kind of an output 

unit and display performance can be recognized easily 

and the advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 

[0067] When a cross point change is performed 

according to the invention according to claim 10, 

cross point connection is made based on the attribute 

of the mentioned above monitor, and the attribute of 

the mentioned above input material. When it judges 

whether the attribute of the input material inputted 

into the attribute and input terminal of the monitor 

connected to the output terminal is in agreement and 

the attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material are not 

in agreement, since warning was produced, the signal 

kind of an input material, the signal kind of an output 

unit and display performance can be recognized easily 

and the advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 

[0068] Since it was made to include the signal kind of 

an input material at least as an attribute of the 

mentioned above input material as an attribute of the 

mentioned above monitor including the signal kind 

that can be expressed as a monitor according to the 

invention according to claim 11, the signal kind of an 
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input material, the signal kind of an output unit, and 

display performance can be recognized easily and the 

advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 

[0069] According to the invention according to claim 

12, at least as an attribute of the mentioned above 

monitor including the display size of each monitor as 

an attribute of the mentioned above input material, 

since it was made to include at least the display size 

that should display each input material, the signal 

kind of an input material, the signal kind of an output 

unit and display performance can be recognized easily 

and the advantage that the operation mistake by the 

disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 

[0070] A plurality of input terminals into which a 

plurality of input materials are inputted according to 

the invention according to claim 13, in the cross point 

connection state display program that displays a 

connection state with a plurality of output terminals to 

which a plurality of monitors for the input material 

inputted into the input terminal of this plurality being 

outputted, and displaying this input material are 

connected, the step that is one of the attributes of the 

mentioned above monitor when displaying the 

attribute of the monitor connected to the mentioned 

above a plurality of output terminals with the 1 st 
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drawing and which displays the difference in the 

signal kind which can be expressed as the mentioned 

above monitor by the difference in the color of the 

mentioned above 1 st drawing, when displaying the 

attribute of the input material inputted into the 

mentioned above a plurality of input terminals with 

the 2nd drawing, since it was made to make a 

computer perform the step that displays the difference 

in the signal kind of the mentioned above input 

material which is one of the attributes of the 

mentioned above input material by the difference in 

the color of the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the 

signal kind of an input material, the signal kind of an 

output unit and display performance can be 

recognized easily and the advantage that the operation 

mistake by the disagreement of a signal kind can be 

prevented is acquired. 

[0071] The step that displays the difference in the 

display size of the mentioned above monitor that is 

one of the attributes of the mentioned above monitor 

by the difference in the size of the mentioned above 

1 st drawing according to the invention according to 

claim 14, since it was made to make a computer 

perform the step that displays the difference in the 

display size which should display the mentioned 

above input material which is one of the attributes of 

the mentioned above input material by the difference 

in the size of the mentioned above 2nd drawing, the 
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signal kind of an input material, the signal kind of an 

output unit, and display performance can be 

recognized easily and the advantage that the operation 

mistake by the disagreement of a signal kind can be 

prevented is acquired. 

[0072] When a cross point change is performed 

according to the invention according to claim 15, the 

step that judges whether the attribute of the input 

material inputted into the attribute and input terminal 

of the monitor by which cross point connection is 

made, and that is connected to the output terminal is 

in agreement based on the attribute of the mentioned 

above monitor, and the attribute of the mentioned 

above input material, when it is judged that the 

attribute of the mentioned above monitor and the 

attribute of the mentioned above input material are not 

in agreement, since it was made to make a computer 

perform the step that produces waming, the signal 

kind of an input material, the signal kind of an output 

unit, and display performance can be recognized 

easily and the advantage that the operation mistake by 

the disagreement of a signal kind can be prevented is 

acquired. 
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[Brief description of the drawings] 

[Drawing 1] is a block diagram showing the 

composition of the cross point change system by the 

embodiment of this invention. 

[Drawing 2] is a key map showing the example of 

description of the layout setting file about the display 

type of the monitor that is an output side (part). 

[Drawing 3] is a key map showing the example of 

description of the layout setting file about the display 

type of the sauce button that is an input side (part). 

[Drawing 4] is a key map showing the example of 

description of a layout setting file in case a signal kind 

is immobilization (part) to an output destination 

change monitor. 

[Drawing 5] is a key map showing the example of 

description of a layout setting file in case a signal kind 

is immobilization (part) to an input material. 

[Drawing 6] is a flow chart for explaining operation 

when a cross point change is performed in the system 

by this embodiment. 

[Drawing 7] is a mimetic diagram showing an 

example of the GUI picture displayed on a display. 

[Drawing 8] is a mimetic diagram showing the more 

detailed display example of a GUI picture. 

[Drawing 9] is a key map showing the commimication 

message of a telegram that is transmitted to the cross 

point changeover display device 1 from the S-bus 

router 20 and that shows a change result. 
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[Drawing 10] is a key map showing the 

communication message of a telegram that is 

transmitted to the cross point changeover display 

device 1 from the S-bus router 20 and that shows 

change resuh. 

[Drawing 11] is a key map showing the 

communication message of a telegram that is 

transmitted to the cross point changeover display 

device 1 from the S-bus router 20 and that shows 

change result. 

[Drawing 12] is a key map for explaining a cross 

point change. 

[Description of numerals] 

1... A cross point changeover display device, 

2... CPU (a displaying means, a decision means, 

waming means), 

3... RAM (memory means), 

4... SCSI interface, 

5... A keyboard interface, 

6... RS-232C interface circuit, 

7... A display (displaying means), 

8... A hard disk, 

20... S-bus router, 

21... RS-232C interface circuit, 

22... Router CPU, 

23... A S-bus interface, 

24... A change processing part. 



25... An input terminal group (a plurality of input 

terminals), 

26... An output terminal group (a plurality of output 

terminals), 

30-1 to 30-3... SD monitor (monitor), 

31... HD monitor (monitor), 

40... A change remote control, 

41... A remote control CPU, 

42... S-bus interface 
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